In this paper, the latent semantic indexing (LSI) based method was used to the various image feature extracted matrix in order to perform content-based image retrieval. The feature extraction techniques include color histogram, color auto-gram, color moment, gray-scale, and wavelet moment. The implementation of LSI here is to achieve an improved image retrieval performance, because it reduces the size of input image matrix by determining parameter of k. The objective of this paper is to know the performance of LSI-based CBIR using precision and recall parameters for each feature extractions.
Introduction
The number of digital multimedia information available is increasing. Large amounts of text, images, speech, and video are converted to digital form.Also, the birth of social media platforms contributes the explosion of digital multimedia information. With huge data available, getting the relevant data that queried by users is challenging, whereas more and more people have high expectation retrieving the desired information precisely and relevantly. Those facts make the multimedia retrieval system become important topic research in this digital era [1] .
One of the forms of multimedia data other than text, audio, and video is image. Having huge set of images data contributes challenges in building retrieval system in term of speed and relevancy. In recent years, many researchers have proposed an efficient method of image searching and retrieval. However, the systems present today are mostly text-based or manually annotated by text-based keywords.Users query by set of keywords, instead of looking into the contents of the image, in which this system matches the query to the keywords present in the database [2] , [3] .The disadvantages of this system are: first, the manual annotation is a labor process and exhausting, second, the rich features of an image cannot be described by using keywords only.
The disadvantages of text-based image retrieval motivate researchers to build a method called Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). CBIR is a technology that in principle helps organize digital image archives according to their visual content. This system distinguishes the different regions present in an image based on their similarity in color, pattern, texture, shape, etc. and decides the similarity between two images by reckoning the closeness of these different regions. The CBIR approach is much closer to how we humans distinguish images [2] .
According to [3] , CBIR can be categorized based on the type of features used for retrieval, which could be either low-level or high-level features. Low-level features include color, texture, shape, and spatial relations, while high-level features include the semantic features, which are difficult due to the fact that the visual image feature descriptors extracted from an image cannot (as yet) be automatically translated reliably into high-level semantics [3] .
In this paper, Latent Semantic Index, a method to reduce the complexity of calculation of the matrix was proposed in CBIR. The aim of using LSI here is to make CBIR more efficient and fast, as the features extracted are multidimensional. The basic idea of LSI is that, LSI searches for something that is closer to represent the underlying semantics of an image. The searching is done by using matrix computation, in particular Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [4] . The objective of this research is to know the performance of LSI-CBIR system towards different low-level feature extractions.
Dataset
The dataset used in this work can be downloaded from Wang Database (http://wang.ist.psu.edu/docs/related/). The actual database contains 1000 images, but in this research only first 500 images were used. Among 500 images, there are 5 categories, in which each category contains100 images. The size of images is various, ranged from 384x256 for landscape layout and 256x384 for portrait layout. The dataset has filename that has number from 0 to 499, which consist of that 5 categories in numerical sequence in each categories.
Methodology
In this research, the process to search image consist of three big steps: feature extraction, creating the database using LSI, and image retrieval of query images.To produce more accurate retrieval result, this research will use various features and then compare each featureto know which feature produce best result for specific category using Precision and Recall parameter.
Feature Extractions
The feature extraction techniques used in this work [5] are color histogram [6] , [7] , color auto correlogram [8] , color moment, mean-amplitude and energy of Gabor wavelet [9] , wavelet moment [10] , and grayscale. They were applied to all images. The matrixof each image was reconstructed to become 1 dimensional matrix by transposing each rows of original matrix of feature extraction. The size of the 1 dimensional matrix ism×1, where m equals to the size of row × column from original matrix. As a result, the size of final matrix is m ×500.
Creating Database using LSI
The basic idea of LSI is to transform the attribute-image vectors to some low-dimensional space, which approximate the original vectors as good as possible. The new dimensions are no longer bond to an individual attribute, e.g. pixels, but should denote concepts encompassing several attributes. Let the symbol A denotes the m×nattribute-image matrix, where m is the number of element of feature-extracted matrix of each image, and n is the number of images in database. The LSI procedure involves a Singular value decomposition (SVD) of the attribute-image matrix A. The aim of SVD is to compute decomposition , Wherek represents the rank reduction of dimension, in this research, k = 10. The similarity was calculated with the images database loaded before retrieval using the cosine similarity matrix formula. Each query was retrieved up to 25 images. 
Results and Discussion
In this work, three images from each category were used as query images. Then the average of the precision from each images in each feature were calculated.Among 7 features used in the experiment, color moment has 6-dimensional features which is lower than the designatedk value (10), thus the k in color moment is set to 6, which is the maximum dimensional features value of color moment. Based on Table 1 , 2, 3, 4, and 5, there is no particular feature resulting high consistence precision value among all classes. The main reason of this result is that the color and texture complexity of the images in each classes are different. Based on Table 6 , color moment has 70% of average accuracy in retrieval result or the best among others. Interestingly, during execution of the program, the computation time of color moment was the shortest, most probably due to the lowest number of dimensional features (6 -dimensions). Table 7 shows that class 5 has the highest average precisionat 79%, followed by class 4, class 1, class 2, and class 3 with 56%, 49%, 48%, and 44% average precision respectively. The logical reason of this result is that the images in class 5 are dinosaur animals, which are very similar between images, while class 4 images consist of bus images, which have much similar texture. Meanwhile class 1 images consist of African tribe people, class 2 images consist of beach environment, and class 3 images consist of building images whichhave various type of color or texture. Figure 1 illustrates the precision-recall (P/R) graph for image 402 (dinosaur image) as a query. According to that figure, the feature extraction techniques of grayscale, color moment, and wavelet moment give good precision/recall result. It was shown that the points of P/R were located on the upper right of the graph. While mean amplitude, energy wavelet, and color autogram did not give good P/R result for this query.
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Conclusion
This research shows that LSI can be considerably used to produce good CBIR system in terms of precision and recall, even only one feature extraction technique was used.
Although no single feature technique shows high-consistence precision result, the average accuracy of some features are still considered to be good enough, especially the color moment feature extraction technique that performed well with 70% precision with only 6 dimensional features vector. The non-recommended feature techniques to be paired with LSI are color autocorrelogram and grayscale, because the average precision result werebelow 50%.
For further research, it is recommended to combine the various features to increase the precision result of the CBIR. Another experiment needed to increase LSI performance in CBIR is to change the value of k.
